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OOPS 

 
I just realized that I never sent out a 
January 2011 issue of this newsletter.  
Things were pretty hectic around the 
end of the year – but in a good way, so 
that’s fine, at least for me.  It’s the 
first issue I’ve missed since Issue #1 
in June 2005, and hopefully it won’t 
happen again. 
 

 
GET PAST THE PHONE TREE 

 
I don’t know about you, but I’ve spent 
far too much time waiting for 
automated phone trees to tell me 
which numbers to press, particularly 
when they don’t even give me an 
option I’m looking for.  Here are my 
favorite 2 solutions to this mess. 
 
1. Go to www.gethuman.com. This 

website has the direct phone 
numbers to reach hundreds of 
customer support and technical 
support departments.  The 
Gethuman.com website even has 
a web page that is optimized for 
use on Droids, iPhones, and other 
smartphones, making it easy to 
find phone numbers if you’re 
away from your computer. 

 
2. Press 0 (zero), then press it 

again and again.  By repeatedly 
pressing the zero button on the 
phone, I can often bypass the 
phone tree and get routed to a real 
person.  This frequently works, 
but not always. 

 
 

 
INTERNET TV BOXES 

 
You don’t really need to connect your 
computer to your TV in order to get 
streaming TV over the internet.  
Consider that what’s available on 
streaming internet TV may be all that 
you need and will allow you to ditch 
your cable TV.   
 
Even if streaming internet TV is all 
you need, keep in mind that while you 
are streaming TV over your broadband 
(DSL or cable) internet connection, it  
may noticeably slow down your 
internet connection because your you 
are continually downloading a lot of 
information – sort of like driving 
during the rush hour. 
 
If you’re interested in a set-top 
streaming TV box, the January issue 
of Wired magazine has a piece in it 
about streaming TV boxes.  To read 
the entire (1-page) article, go to 
Borders or elsewhere and browse 
through the article names Stream 
Machines on page 46. 
 
Here’s a brief summary of the Wired 
magazine reviews: 
 
Logitech Revue - Rated 8 
MSRP $300 
Pro: “Slick menu system” 
Pro: Can record directly to your 

DVR 
Con: Most costly 
 
Apple TV - Rated 6  
MSRP $99 
Pro: “Looks cool” 
Con: No hard drive so it doesn’t 

record shows for to 
navigate”later viewing 

Con: Only gets content from iTunes 
and Netflix 

 
Western Digital TV Live Hub 
Media Center – Rated 6 
MSRP $200 
Pro: Has a large hard drive for 

recording lots of shows 
Con: A chore  

 
 
Seagate GoFlex TV HD – Rated 2 
MSRP $130 
Pro: Supports 1080p video 
Pro: Slot for loading a Seagate hard 

drive 
Con: Hard drive is not included 
Con: System is glacially slow 
 
Explanation of these rating scores: 
8 – Excellent, with room to kvetch 
6 – A solid product with some issues 
2 – Barely functional; don’t buy it 
 

 
WHERE IS MY G: DRIVE? 

 
Do you have programs set to access 
your removable flash drive or hard 
drive?  If so then you will have set the 
program to look for a drive letter 
assigned to that drive, such as F: or G: 
or M: or any letter between D and Z. 
 
But whoops – all of a sudden you 
insert your flash or hard drive cable 
into the USB port of your computer 
but the program looks for the drive 
letter (i.e. G: drive) and can’t find the 
drive.  The flash or hard drive is 
probably still there but has been 
assigned a different drive letter.  Here 
is an explanation. 
 
What is happening is that the 
computer assigns drive letters (A:, C:, 
etc) in alphabetical order with some 
reserved letters: 
 
� A: is always assigned to an 

internal floppy drive (remember 
them?) 
 

� B: is reserved for a second 
internal floppy drive. 
 

� C: is the system drive - the drive 
letter assigned to the hard drive 
that Windows is installed on. 
 

� After C:, the next letters are 
assigned to internal hard drives. 
 



� After the internal hard drives, 
internal optical (CD & DVD) 
drives are assigned letters. 
 

� After that, whenever you plug in a 
USB storage device (hard drive, 
flash drive, or optical drive) it is 
assigned the next letter in 
sequence. 

 
If the next unassigned letter is, for 
example, E:, and if you have 3 flash 
drives, the first one you insert will be 
assigned E:, then F: then G:.   If you 
don't insert them in the same order, the 
drive letter you expect the flash drive 
to have will be different.   
 
A way to help identify drives is to 
notice that when you look in 
Computer (or My Computer) the 
drive will have both a letter and a 
name.  However, if you have several 
of the same model of flash drive, such 
as from SanDisk, then they will all be 
named Cruzer.  But if you right-click 
on a flash drive, and then click on 
Rename, you can give each flash 
drive a distinctive name.  Then, 
when you insert the flash drive, the 
drive letter may be different but the 
name will be the same. 
 

 
ESSENTIAL SOFTWARE 

 
Here is a list of what I consider to be 
essential software for almost 
everyone.  If you don’t have this 
software on your computer, you 
should consider it. 
 
Cloudmark Desktop is arguably the 
best spam filter around.  It works with 
all versions of Outlook Express, 
Outlook, Thunderbird, and Windows 
Mail and Windows Live Mail (the 
successors to Outlook Express, in 
Vista and Windows 7, respectively). 
 
Cloudmark does not work with 
webmail, such as gmail, hotmail, 
yahoo!Mail, etc, because web 
accessed email is not downloaded to 
an email client that runs on your 
computer. 
 
The free version can be used with only 
a single email account, and if you 
have only one email address, this is 
perfect for you.  The Pro version, of 
Cloudmark works on multiple email 

addresses, and is a subscription based 
fee.  It is $19.95/yr for 2 computers 
and an additional $9.95 for each 
additional computer.  It’s well worth 
the price if you have more than one 
email account and get a lot of spam. 
 
Some spam will get through even 
Cloudmark, but overall I believe that 
this application does the best job of 
reducing spam.  Cloudmark is at 
www.cloudmarkdesktop.com  
 
Roboform recognizes websites that 
have logins and automatically presents 
a button to click on that logs you on to 
the website.  But there is a catch – you 
must remember the master one 
password that you choose for your 
copy of Roboform.  I know that 
sounds easy, but you would be 
surprised how many people I 
encounter who don’t remember even 
the one master password – so be sure 
to write it down.  The great feature of 
Roboform is that it can generate 
random passwords for you that are 
much more secure than what you 
might think up.  The free version of 
Roboform is limited to 10 website 
logins.  The paid version is $29.95 for 
one computer, and there is often a sale 
of $9.95 on licenses for additional 
computers.  It is a one-time purchase 
and you do not have to re-subscribe 
every year.  Roboform is at 
www.roboform.com  
 
Everything is a great little program 
for finding files on your computer – 
any file at all.  Like all computer 
search engines, it indexes your files in 
the background, but this one does it so 
well that it doesn’t slow down your 
computer.  With the search feature of 
Windows XP and earlier versions of 
Windows, even with indexing the 
search was painfully slow.  Searches 
in Vista and Windows 7 are almost 
instantaneous but those only look in 
My Documents and similar data 
folders – in order to search for 
anything else will be slow and you 
have to set the search manually.  So 
shut down indexing on your computer 
and use Everything.  Get Everything at 
www.voidtools.com)  
 
Mozy, Carbonite, and 
SOSOnlineBackup to backup your 
data in the cloud (on the internet.  
Backups to an external hard drive are 

convenient, but if there is a fire, or 
theft, then you have nothing left 
because the backup was kept onsite.  
I’ve gone over the importance of 
offsite backups every few issues of 
this newsletter, so I won’t repeat 
myself again now.  Two of the 3 links 
are easy to guess: 
 

www.carbonite.com 
 
www.mozy.com 
 
www.sosonlinebackup.com  

 
 

BETTER PRINTING 
FROM WEB PAGES 

 
If you’re having problems printing 
web pages from the internet, you’re 
not alone.  Sometimes web pages print 
fine and sometimes not.  Fortunately, 
there is a great little free utility from 
HP named HP Smart Web Printing 
that allows you to print web pages 
properly.  It will also allow you to 
select components of a web page and 
print only those components.  By the 
way – did I mention that it is free? 
 
You can get it by clicking on this link 
if you are reading this on your 
computer:  
http://www.hp.com/global/us/en/consu
mer/digital_photography/free/software
/smart-web-printing.html .  If you’re 
reading this, then just do a search on 
Google, Bing, or your favorite search 
engine for HP Smart Web Printing 
Download. 
 
 
This newsletter is a service to clients of Coastal 
Computer Care.  Please remember us when you 
need professional computer support or tutoring.  
If you are not currently a client but wish to 
receive this free newsletter, send me a request 
via email and I’ll be happy add you to the 
distribution list 
 
Disclaimer:  Coastal Computer Care presents 
information in this newsletter as a courtesy.  
The recommendations are made in good faith 
and are believed to be reliable and safe. CCC 
cannot, however, foresee every possibility and 
assumes no responsibility for any problems that 
may be encountered as a consequence of the 
recommendations.  Always backup your 
computer and make sure that System Restore is 
set to On. 


